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ASSTRACT

The crystal shucfire of frankhawthorneits, Cu22+TetoO4(OII)2, has been determined and refined to indices R = 5.4 and
R, = 4.6vo. T\e structure is monoclinic F)1ln (14i, with cell parameters a 9.107(4), b 5.213(l), c 4.605(2) A, p lS.Z+1:1',
V 216.1(l) A3, and with Z = 2. T\e structure analysis was essential in determining the valence state of Cu2+ and Tetu and the
number of 02- and (OI!- anions in the formula. The crystal structure consi$s of a framework of edge-sharing ocahedra In
thehexagonal closest packed (HCP) anay of anions, one-half of the octahedrally coordinated sites are filled. The unique
topology of the filled cation sites gives rise to a ribbon of alternating singte [TeOa(OI{))r- nd double [CuOa(OII)2]L
octahedra.

Keyword*: frankhawthorneite, crystal structure, tsllurate, cupric, hexagonal closest packing.

Sovnr{ens

Nous avons r6solu la structure cristalline de la frankhawthorneite, Cu2+2Te6fO4(OFI)2, jusqu'd un r6sidu R de 5.4Vo
(R, = 4.67o). n s'agit d'une structure -monoclintquLe, P21ln (14), ayant comme parambtres rdticulates a 9,107(4), b 5.2L3(l),
c 4.6O5Q) A' p 98.74(3)', V216.1(D A3,ave*Z=2. L'6bauche de la structure cristalline a 6ti n&essairepour6tablir lapr6sence
du Cu et du Te h l'6tat 2+ et 6+, respectivement, et le nombre de OL et de (OID- dam la formule chimique. La structwe est
constitu6e d'une trame d'octaddres dont les aretes sont partagdes, Dans I'assemblage hexagonal compact des anions, la noiti6
des sites d coordinence octaddrique est occup6e. La topologie unique des sites occupds par les cations d6finit un ruban le long
duquel il y a altemance d'un seul octabdre [eOo(OII)2]2- et de deux octabdres [CuOa(OII)2]e.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: frankhawthornelte, strucurre cristalline, tellurate, cuprique, assemblage hexagonal compact.

INTRooucrroN

Frankhawthomeite, described by Roberts er a/.
(1995) from the Centennial Eureka mine, Ju4f County,
Utah, is one of several Cu-bearing tellurates that occur
in this deposit (I\4afry et al. 1993). The small amount of
material available precluded standard chemical ana-
lytical techniques capable ofdifferentiating the valence
states of Cu and Te and the determination of HrO; the
structure-analysis method (Hawthorne & Grice 1990)
established these quantities; tle formula is
cu3*Tetuo4(otD2.

E>esRn\mlTAL

The single crystal of frankhawthomeite used for the
collection of intensity data (cotype material with
National Mineral Collection of Canada Systematic
Reference Series, catalogue number NMC 67263) is a
roughly equant fragment that measures 0.03 x 0.04 x
0.06 mm. Single-crystal precession photographs
yielded a unique sp€rce-gtoup, Y\yln (14) (monoclinic),
based on systematic absences of reflections. The cell
orientation is consistent with c < a @oberts et al.
1995), which leads to the less conventional space-
group for this set of systematic absences. Intensity data
were collecled on a fully automated Nicolet R3rz four-
circle diffractometer operated at 50 kV, 40 mA, with
graphite-monochromated MoKcl radiation. A set ofI Geological Survey of Canada contribution number 30294.
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TABLE 3. 8ELECTED INTERATOMIC DI8TANCE'' {A) AND ANOIES (') FOR

FRANKHAWTHORNEITE
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5.1

4.8
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20 reflections was used to orient the crystal and subse-
quently to refine the cell dimensions. One asymmetric
set of intensity data was collected up to 20 = 60o using
a 0:20 scanning mode, with scan speeds inversely pro-
portional to intensity, varying from 4 to 29.3'lmintte.
Data pertinent to the intensity-data collection are given
in Table 1.

Reduction of the intensity data structure determina-
tion and structure refinement were accomplished by
means of the SIIELXTL (Sheldrick 1990) package of
computer programs. Data reduction included corec-
tion for background, scaling, l,orentz and polarization
and linear absorption. For the absorption conection,
1l intense diffraction-maxima in the range 7 to 54" 20
were chosen for ry diffraction-vector scans after the
method of North et al. (1968). An absorption conec-
tion, when applied to the \r-scan data set, decreased the
merging R from 6.l%o to 3.3Vo.

CRYSTAL.SIRUCIURE ANALYSIS

Assignment of phases to a set of normalized
structure-factors gave a mean value lP - Ll of.0.922,
indicative of a centrosymmetric space-group. The
E-map coordinates were assigned to appropriate
scatlering curves, one Cu, one Te and three O atoms.
This structure model refined to R = 8.3Vo.

In the final least-squares refinement, the sites of all
atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement-
factors to final residuals of R = 5.4Vo and R* = 4.6Vo.
The weighting scheme is inversely proportional to

02 b sn oH anlon

o2(F). The addition of an isotropic extinction-correc-
tion did not improve the refinement. The final
positional and displacement parameters are given in
Table 2, and selected bond-lengths and angles, in
Table 3. A table listing the observed and calculated
structure-factors has been submitted to the Depository
of Unpublished Data, CISTI, National Research
Council of Canada Ottawa. Canada KIA 0S2.

DsscRtr'fl oN AND Dlscussrou
OF TTIE SIRUCTTJRE

The analysis of the sffucture of frankhawthorneite
permitted the calculation of bond-valence sums for the
various atomic sites based on the constants of Brese &
O'Keeffe (1991). The sums are: Cu atom2.02, Te atom
5.68, 01 atom 1.62, 02 atom 1.31 and 03 atom
1.96 v.u. These calculations allow the assignment of
the correct valence to the cations Cu2* and Tefi and to
the recognition of 02 as an OH anion. The resultant
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TABLE 2. POSMOrtl T AND THENT{AL PARAI|IETERS ( T00, AI) FOR FRANKHAWTHORNEITE

ang x uqU4
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FIc. 1. A y-axis perspective view of the frankhawthorneite structue showing the infinitg
framework of edge-sharing [CuQ6] octahedra (light shading) and ffe06l octahedra
(dark shading).
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simplest formula for fra::trfiawthorneite is CtjqiTefuOo
(OtD2, with Z = 2. The low bond-valence su'n of
01 is due to H-bonding to 02, with.an intrapolyhedral
Ol - 02 bond-distance of 2.62(L) A. In the structure,
there is only one unique [CuOn(O]t)21 octahedron, sub-
sequently designated [Cu$o], and one unique
[TeO.(OH)r] octahedron, subsequently designated
[TeQo]. From Table 3 and Figures L and2, it can be
seen that both of these polyhedra are distorted from
regular octahedral symmety. The Jahn-Teller effect
on the Cu2+ cation is eviden! with the elongate aris
having bond lengths Cu-Ol of 252 A and Cu-O2 of
2.46 L, in comparison to the average of 1.98 A for the
other four Cu-$ bonds. The [TeQ6] octahedron also has
one elongate axis (Table 3), with the two Te-O2 [O2 is
an (OID- anionl bond lengths^ of 1.99 A in comparison
to the average Te-O of 1.91 A for the other four bond-
lengtls. The relevance ofthese distort€d octahedra to
the unique topology will be discussed later.

The crystal structure of frankhawthorneite may be
described as a three-dimensional framework of stacked
[CuQ6] and [TeQu] octahedra with square, open
cha::nels parallel to the y axis (Fig. 1). Each layer
within the sequence parallel to {001} consists of
ribbons ofedge-sharing octahedra, with a [TeQ6] octa-
hedron altemating with a doublet of [CuQ6] octahedra
(Fig. 2). This type of ribbon is that observed in the
crystal structures of the kotoite group of minerals and
lindgrenite (Hawthorne 1986), in which adjacent
ribbons 4.e eless-linked by (BO3) triangles and
(MoO) tetrahedra, respectively. In contrast, tle
ribbons, which parallel the y axis in frankhawthomeite,
are not cross-linked within the same plane but are

stacked vla comer-sharing of octahedra in
adjacent layers ..ABAB... This layering scheme of O
atoms @ig. 2) is that of hexagonal closest packing
(HCP), although it is somewhat distorted by
Jahn-Teller effects and by H-bonding. Although the
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Fto. 2. The {001} HCP layering in the frankhawthomeite structure, with upper and lower
layers differentiated by light and heavy ruling of polyhedra. ln the upper layer, the
ribbons of [CuQ6] octahedra (lieht shading) and [IeQel octahedra (dark shading) are
seen. The unit cell is outlined.

O atoms me in HCP, one-half of the octahedrally coor-
dinated cation sites are vacant. These regions of the
sffucture with cation vacancies become the loci for
the H atoms. Even though the structure refinement did
not yield the siles of the H atoms, they are inferred to
occupy tle tetahedraly coordinated site of the HCP
layer.

Eby & Hawthorne (1993) classified this type of
copper oxysalt mineral structure as an infinile frame-
wotk M = M, whete M denotes octahedrally coor-
dinated cations, and the double hyphen denotes edge
sharing. One of the most interesting features of the
structure is the apparent uniqueness of the topology of
the ribbons of octahedrally coordinated cations.

Frankhawthorneite, Cu2TeOa(OIf2, is a mineral
with a formula of rhe We A8*.6 oro in terms of octa-
hedrally coordinated cations and ions, it is of the type
IlXr. Wells (1975) listed six structure-ty?es for MX2
compounds having an HCP arrangement and one-half
the octahedral sites occupied. Within these six types,
four are topologically unique, whereas the other two
are derivative structures.

The brucite sfructure-type has altemating (0001)
layers entirely filled or entirely empty of cations in the
octahedrally coordinated sites. In the "vacant site"

layers, H occupies the tetrahedral sites and bonds the
layers together. The rutile structure-type @9. 3a) is a
framework structure with alternate rows of cation sites
occupied in each layer; this gives a characteristic linear
edge-sharing ribbon. The third sffucture-type common
in inorganic maierials is *rat of cL-PbO2 Gig. 3b),
which has cations in octahedral coordination occu-
pying alternate rows in a agzag ribbon. The fourth
structure-qpe, diaspore, o-A1O(OH), has straight,
edge-sharing octahedra in ribbons of double width
(Fig. 3c). A comparison of the three framework struc-
tures in Figure 3 with that of frankhawthomeite (Fig. 2)
shows that the cation-filling arrangement of
frankhawthomeite is distinct. The shift in topology is
brought about by the elongate distortions of the octa-
hedra. There is not sufficient space to accommodate
all octahedra on one plane; as a result, the axes of
elongation adopt a herring-bone pattern in order to
accommodate the HCP array.

It is informative to observe how a simple chemical
composition with a fundamental HCP array of anions
must generate a novel distribution of cations during
crystallization in order to accommodate the polyhedral
distortion imposed by Jahn-Teller effects and
H-bonding.
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